
New World Order Balance Of Klaus Schwab & Bill Gates Upset By Putin Invading
Ukraine – General Flynn [VIDEO]

Description

B.S. Putin went into the Ukraine to destroy the (25) weaponized G.O.F. virus labs.
No sane world leader would set still; letting a Neo-Nazi controlled nation design
deadly viruses to destroy their nation.

Biden is trying to distract the public from the Greatest Medical Racketeering Crime in History,
But, Biden and his cohorts forget that there are people still alive and know:

1. Nazis controlled the Ukraine during WW II,
2. The Nazi regime still held control of the Ukraine at the end of WW II
3. Neo-Nazis have convinced Bide that they are the abused party.

Are There Nazis in Ukraine? A Visit to Lviv
BY Joshua Tartakovsky, SpeakOut PUBLISHED – January 6, 2015
Nazis In Ukraine

Conclusion:
The fact that neo-Nazis now form part of army units sent to fight in East Ukraine and that Ukraine has
been experiencing a wave of extreme nationalism as marches have recently been held in Kiev marking
the 106th birthday of Bandera, means that it may be difficult to place the demons unleashed by the US
back into the bottle.

Ukrainian fascism is still very much alive, with even Prime Minister Yatsenyuk referring to the
population in East Ukraine as “sub-humans.” After making our way to Poland the next day, we saw
several carriers transporting modern tanks. As the US continues to support Ukrainian fascists and
delivers tanks to the wider region, the demons of the past have returned. The same fascist slogans of
“Death to the Enemies” are being voiced in Kiev, with Ukrainian soldiers calling for “purification of the
nation.”

The questions of what to make of modern-day Nazis and of the Ukrainian Insurgent Army (UPA),
Organization for Ukrainian Nationalists (OUN) and Stepan Bandera, suddenly became relevant and
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highlighted again the importance of understanding history in understanding the present. Nazis, still,
control the western Ukraine.
VIDEO HERE
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